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PREHEAT EFFECTS ON MICR0BALL0ON LASER FUSION IMPLOSIONS

by

G. S. Fraley and R. J. Mason

ABSTRACT

Nonequilibrium hydroburn simulations of early
laser-driven compression experiments Indicate that low
energy photons from the vicinity of the ablation surface
are preheating the mlcroballoon-pushers, thereby severely
limiting the compressions achieved (similar degradation
may result from 1-4% energy deposition by superthermal
electrons). This Implies an 8- to 27- fold increase in
the energy requirements for breakeven, unless radiative
preheat can be drastically reduced by, say, the use of
composite ablator-pushers.

Theory predicts that shells can be compressed

to many times solid density by laser-driven ablative

implosions. In an ablative implosion only the ex-

terior of the shell is heated. The shell is shock-

ed, compressed, and driven towards the origin by

the reaction force to material streaming off. DT

fuel inside the shell can thus be brought to densi-

ties and temperatures favoring thermonuclear burn.

When a low level of preheat is introduced, the shocks

are weakened, Che back-pressure is increased, and

the degree of shell and fuel and convergence is re-

duced. Under extreme preheat, the entire shell is

raised to high temperatures and pressures before

any shocks can cross. It simply expands at both

its surfaces, compressing the fuel within, but

only to minimal densities.

Laser fusion experiments have been reported

by KMSF, Los Alamos, 'J and Livermore,J which have

produced x-ray pinhole pictures as proof of com-

excess of 10 kJ may be required.

Pusher Heat

4 7
pression, and from 10 to 10 neutrons,3' 5 In this

paper we report the results of calculations which

indicate that the phenomenology in these experi-

ments is dominated by radiative and, perhaps, super-

thermal electron preheat. This suggests that, for

breakeven with simple scaled versions of the re-

ported targets and pulse shapes, energies well in

At least three mechanisms are available to heat

the pusher-shell: (a) classical electron thermal

conduction, (b) radiative redeposition, and (c)

superthermal electron transport. The classical

conduction is always present, modified, of course,

by flux limitation, as influenced by anomalous

effects from ion and magnetic field fluctuations.

If excessive energy is deposited in the thermal

electrons during an Implosion, i.e., typically

more than 1 J/ng, then the classical conduction

wave will "burn through" the shell, leading to the

expanding pusher behavior. This condition is read-

ily avoided, however, with proper pulse shaping.

Radiative preheat arises from the reabscrption

of bremsstrahlung, recombination and line radiation

photons produced near the ablation surface, where

".he plasma electrons are typically from 300 to

500 eV. The thickness of the microballoon walls is

comparable to the range of such low energy photons,

so that a portion of this radiation in redeposited

deep in the shells with significant consequence, as

we shall demonstrate.

Superthermal electrons are generated when

various thresholds for absorptive instability are
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Fig. 1. Implosion of a 52 yra DT-filled microballoon:
(a) radiation "off" and no superthermals
pure ablative implosion, (b) radiation "on"
and no superthermals - mixed mode implosion,
and (c) 100% deposition by superthermals and
radiation "on" - pure expanding pusher.
p — (g/cm ), T. ++, Te — (keV). Glass is
crosshatched. x

exceeded. Resonant absorption! for example, read -

ily furnishes 100 keV electrons at 1016 W/cm2 1.06 Mm

light intensities. At the lower ^ 1 0 U/cm in-
3-5

tensities appropriate to the experiments! the

energy deposited by superthermals still remains an

uncertainty.

Microballoon Simulations

Our calculations; have been done with the non-

equilibrium and 3-T codes described in Ref. 2. Free-

bound and line-radiation effects are included in the

Mov.te Carlo, frequency-group nonequilibrium calcul-

at ions. The nonequilibrium code has been run with

the radiation "on" and "off" (no photons generated)

to probe the radiative preheat dependency. The 3-T

calculations diffuse bremsstrahlung in an assumed

Flanckian by Rosseland mean opacities; they agree

generally with the multigroup radiation "off" pre-

dictions. In the two codes it is assumed that the

superthermal electrons deposit their energy in pro-

portion to the local mass at a constant rate over

the length of the pulse. This procedure provides

an approximate picture of the effects of long range

energy transport by the electrons.

Figure 1 characterizes the general implosion

phenomenology that we calculate with the nonequil-

ibrium code for a typical microballoon target shot



TABLE I

PERFORMANCE OF THE 52 Lm MICROBALLOON: RADIATIVE AND SUPER-THERMAL PREHEAT

Property No Had
No Sup

Tif,Tcf(keV) 1.0,0.9

pf(g/ci»
3) 21.0

Pt(g/cm
3) 100.0

<pR>to(.(g/cm
2) 1.5xlO"2

<pR>£(g/cm
2) 2.5xlO~3

Rad
No Sup

0.7,0.55

7.0

19.0

7.0x10'

1.2x10"

,-3

Rad
42 Sup

0.7,0.65

1.6

3.0

' 2.5x10"

4.5x10

.-3

Rad
1002 Sup

3.7,1.2

0.2

0.5

3.0x10"

1.7x10"

neutrons 5.4x10 5.0x10 7.0x10 8.2x10

by KMSF under its contract with ERDA (shot 110A).

The target diameter was 52 |jm and the wall thick-

ness was 1.1 um. The DT (18-13 mix) was at 10 atm.

The pulse was square, nominally 240 ps long, and it

dejivered 4.9 J to the microballoon. Experimentally,

2.5 x 10 neutrons were obtained from this target.

Specifics of its calculated performance are recorded

in Table I.

The top four frames (a) of Fig. 1 are for the

radiation "off" and no superthermals. The implosion

is purely ablative. The tamper goes to a maximum

density p = 100 g/cm , when the fuel is at an aver-

age density p, = 21 g/cm . The maximum compression

of the system, as measured by <pR> = / p.dR +

y " -2 2 •'

pfdR, is 1.5 x 10 g/cm . The next sequence (b)

is for radiation "on" and no superthermals. The

preheat drops the maximum tamper density to 19 g/cm

and <pR> ^ to 7.0 x 10~3 g/cm3. The fuel <pR>, =

p.dR is also down by about a factor of two. The

predicted number of neutrons drops from 5.4 x 10 to

5.0 x 10 . If we assume that 4% of the energy was

delivered in superthermals, the implosion is similar

to (b), but p drops further to 3 g/cm . Finally,

with 100% of the deposition through superthermals,

we get (c). The tamper drops from its solid value

(2.2 g/cm ) and rscompresses at maximum convergence

to only 0.6 g/cm . The expanding tamper shock-beats

the fuel to 3.7 keV, so that the predicted neutron

output rises to 8.2 x 10 . The <pR>f obtained in

this implosion mode is so low, however, that super-

thermal ion loss should substantially lower the

actual yield.

Thus, our codes indicate that, in a typical

current microballoon experiment, radiative preheat

is responsible for a 5-fold reduction in tamper den-

sity and a 2-fold reduction in <PR>
tot — below the

values anticipated for a purely ablative implosion.

Additional reductions of nearly equal magnitude can

derive from a low level of energy deposition by long

range superthermal electrons.

Figure 2 plots the 3-T model's predictions for

the 52 pra diameter microballoon as a function of

the fraction of energy in superthermals, f =
s

e /(e + e„.); e . is the classical energy deposit-

ion in thermal electrons. With 0.1% superthermals

we recover p = 100 g/cm and <P'R>t.n1. = 1.5 x
-2 2

10 g/cm (the 3-T code overlooks the line and re-

combination radiation preheat effects). Only 1%

of the energy deposition by superthermals is re-

quired for a 3-fold reduction in the peak tamper

density.

Mass Scaling and Breakeven

Energy needs scale roughly us the mass m of a

given aspect ratio shell. Comparable shell temper-

atures and collapse velocities are thereby achieved,

the shell radii and pulse length then scale as

m , and the laser intensity at the critical sur-

face becomes mass independent. The 52 pm balloon

has a mass of 21 ng. Scaling it up to a 7.5 ug

shell requires 1.75 kJ delivered in a 1.7 ns (square)

pulse. The bigger shell has a 7.1 urn wall thickness.



Fig. 2 Implosion characteristics of the 52 Mtn
target as a function of the fractional
energy deposition by auperthermala f .

With the radiation "off" this scaled pellet compress- diameter, containing a 270 ng DT ice liner. A peak

es to <PR>
tot= 0.15 g/cm

2; with it "on" <PR>
tot =

0.058. This is a 2.6-fold reduction despite the

thicker wall. Scaling further to 42S Ug requires

100 kJ of deposition over 6.5 ns. Still, <P^>tot

drops from 0.62 to 0.34 g/cm and p goes from
•3 t

190 g/cn to 50 g/cm , when the multigroup trans-

port is introduced.

The preheat degradation persists beyond the

100 kJ range. We find, however, that replacement

of the outer 40% of the glass by a low Z abla-

tor material (Be) can improve the compression sub-

stantially (for the 100 kJ pellet pt = 160 g/cm
3,

<pR> = 0.52) by minimizing the output of line

and recombination radiation that leads to preheat.

Ihe effective use of pulse shaping and

cryogenics will be needed to achieve breakeven at

minimal input energies. The DT must be frozen uni-

formly to the inside of the microballoons, and the

shell must resist instabilities under time--:ailored

laser pulses. Our 3-T calculations indicate that

breakeven should be possible (ignoring preheat) with

3.5 kj delivered in a £ ̂  t pulse over 1.4 ns to a

6.7 Mg homogeneous glass microballoon, 470 pin in

< pR > of 0.64 g/cm is calculated for this tar-

get. If radiative preheat is assumed to cause no

greater difficulty than to degrade <pR> by the
3

2- to 3-fold factor discussed, then, since m "v« <pR>

with fixed shell density, to recover the lost com-

pression we need only scale the pellet mass 8- to

27-fold. Breakeven with no low Z ablator then lies

between 28 and 94 kJ. A complication, however, is

that in the KMSF-ERDA experiments it appeared that

ablation front, Taylor-like instabilities prohibited

even linear ramp pulse shaping. This has been

attributed to the low transverse thermal conductivity
9

of the glass.

Conclusions and ^Suggestions

A multigroup photonics treatment is clearly

essential for the proper modelling of current and

foreseeable laser implosion experiments. We have

shown that the breakeven energy needs of micro-

balloon targets will be significantly higher than

the optimistic predictions of earlier 3-T calcula-

tions unless radiative preheat is markedly reduced.

To this end we suggest that an outer fraction of the

pusher mass should be converted to low Z material,



e.g., beryllium, to minimize the generation of radia-

tion. This may also stabilize the ablation surface

by enhancing the transverse conduction, thus per-

mitting effective pulse shaping. The retention of

an Inner high Z portion of the pusher has advant-

ages structurally, hydrodynamically, and as a

super-thermal electron shield. However, for the

suppression of flov instabilities, it may be nec-

essary to make the entire pusher out of low Z mat-

erial.
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